MOTIVATION
MOTIVATE & ELEVATE
INNOVATION, NOMENCLATURE & CONCEPT
Exn Dr Nirmal Basu 7th Sense Master
The Bottom-line is not dealing the problem of mosquitoes, but dealing with HUMANS, 1st people and then the GOVERNMENTS. Do capacity building and make the people stand on their own legs.

Provide them ExNoRa’s “WORSHIP RELATIONSHIP” GANDHIAN VASTRAS (60) & how through positivism they can make fellow citizens and governments cooperate. These tools will help in SOCIAL MOBILISATION and motivate people to participate.
The 3rd World WAR is against Mosquitoes

A short speech by a GREAT LEADER was the turning point of the 2nd WORLD WAR

What is a WAR?
A large scale killing of people. That is what Mosquitoes are doing now. Now Listen to another speech by a CIVIC CRUSADER which will make your war against mosquitoes a great success
“We shall fight” Vincent Churchill’s famous speech which was responsible for ALLIES’ success & defeat of Germans (AXIS) in the 2nd World War

“We shall go on to the end, we shall fight in France, we shall fight on the seas and oceans, we shall fight with growing confidence and growing strength in the air, we shall defend our Island, whatever the cost may be, we shall fight on the beaches, we shall fight on the landing grounds, we shall fight in the fields and in the streets, we shall fight in the hills; Listen to Churchill’s speech now
We declare the 3rd World War.

“We shall fight our common enemy, MOSQUITO”

ExNoRa Nirmal’s famous speech that brought end to the menace of mosquitoes in residential colonies. The inspiration came to him listening to Sir Winston Churchill’s Speech.

Read it loudly. You will get MOTIVATION.

Incidently the EXACT PROBLEM & SOLUTION is covered in this ONE MINUTE SPEECH.

Students should talk it with a lot of emotion.
We declare the 3rd World War. It is not a war of humans against humans. But it is humans together against their worst common enemy mosquitoes. Let us stop seeing each other as enemy, but join together & collectively fight, our common enemy, mosquitoes. Here begins the 3rd world war against mosquitoes

“Mosquito is the worst common enemy of humans, which every split of a second kills innocent human lives.

We shall fight the **Winged Monster** in our own premises growing *in our home’s overhead & septic tanks*,

we shall fight our common enemy, the **Flying Leech** *in the water stagnant in our street drainage & sewerage*,

we shall fight the **Airborne Devil** *in the vacant lands*

we shall fight the **Bloodsucking Parasites** *in the public open spaces*, whatever the cost may be, we shall fight.

We shall **Stop & Stall Stagnation of water** as well as **Bar & Block Breeding of Mosquitoes**
MUSTQUITO PLEDGE

I promise I will do everything to fight mosquitoes attacking humans as Flying Gorillas. From today right from this moment I am an ExNoRa MUSTQUITO Source Spotter, Musketeer, Messiah & Messenger and I will make my neighbours and friends too to become so. They will follow the DOs & Don’ts of the World War against Mosquitoes and ensure mosquitoes don’t breed in their home and surroundings.

We will jointly and collectively take up with our elected representatives and the Governments to immediately do everything to stop mosquito breeding in drainages, open spaces and government offices and buildings and we will not rest until they do this important duty

We promise, whatever the cost may be, we shall fight and will not stop till we succeed
The average distance between Earth & Mars is about 225 million km USA. People remember the dramatic, tension-filled landing of NASA's CURIOSITY ROVER and ITS MARS SCIENCE LABORATORY SPACECRAFT on Aug. 5, 2012.

Don't miss the landing by copying & pasting the URL:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CAM3kGOAkcc

When USA can do this incredible feat.....

Can't we make mosquito disappear in our habitat, at least prevent its landing on us

“100% possible” assert the residential colonies who have done it.
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